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Abstract

In this paper we propose a Learning algorithm for surface reconstruction. Our al-
gorithm simulates an incrementally expanding neural network which learns a point
cloud through a competitive learning process. The topology is learned through
statistics based operators which create boundaries and merge them to create han-
dles. We study the algorithm theoretically, analyzing statistically its main compo-
nents, and experimentally, using an extensive range of input data sets.
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1 Introduction

Learning algorithms, considered until very recently an experimental technology, have
now found commercial application in a wide range of areas, from modeling gene se-
quences to handwriting recognition. The main reason behind their ever increasing pop-
ularity is the need for robust algorithms, able to process very large and/or highly noisy
data. In computer graphics, in particular, the problem of processing point clouds ob-
tained from 3D scanners is especially well-suited for Learning methods. Nevertheless,
the majority of the existing methods is based more on geometry and less on statistics.

In a typical application of Learning algorithms, we have a data set, which is the re-
sult of observation or experiment, and we want to find a mathematical model describing
it. In the setting of surface reconstruction, the data set will usually be a point cloud,
but can also be an implicit surface or even a triangle mesh, while the generated model
will always be a triangle mesh. The main characteristic of the algorithm is that it does
not process directly the input point set, but only samples it and uses the sampled points
as training data for an incrementally expanding Neural Network with triangle mesh
connectivity. We will call the triangle meshes we generate with this methodNeural
Meshes.

1.1 Related Work

The roots of the Learning algorithm we present in this paper go back to the now classic
paper [Koh82], where the concept of Self-Organizing Maps (SOM’s) was introduced.
In [Fri93] the Growing Cell Structures (GSC’s) were introduced as a special type of
SOM’s with the very distinctive feature of growing incrementally, vertex by vertex. In
many applications, the feature makes a crucial difference [Fri96].

SOM’s and GCS’s have already found many applications in geometric modeling
and visualization problems. In [GS93], SOM’s are used for the visualization of multi-
dimensional data. In [HV98], SOM’s are used for free-form surface reconstruction
and V́arady et al. [VHK99] use GCS’s for the same purpose. SOM’s have also been
used for grid fitting [BF01] and surface reconstruction [Yu99]. The main difference
between our approach and [Yu99] is that the type of Neural Network we use here grows
incrementally. The difference offers the necessary flexibility for learning concavities
and other surface features in surface reconstruction.

In [IJS03, JIS03], GCS’s are used for surface reconstruction. In [IJS03], a mesh
learns a point cloud by adapting the position of its vertices according to signals from
the point cloud. The mesh expands by splitting its most active vertices and removing
the least active. In [JIS03], curvature adaptive reconstructions are obtained by splitting
(removing) the vertices with the most (least) active normals.

Like other Neural Networks applications our method has many parallels with Physics
based methods, in particular with the snakes and the active surfaces [Ter86, TPBF87,
PS91]. Indeed, a Neural Mesh learns the geometry of the data set by repeated applica-
tion of a simple step where a vertex moves towards a sample and then its neighborhood
is smoothed. The movement towards the sample and the smoothing can be interpreted
as an external and an internal force applied on the mesh.

On the other side, there are many well-established techniques, proposing innovative
solutions to the surface reconstruction problem from a mainly geometric point of view.
Mentioning only the work nearest to Computer Graphics: Hoppe et al. [HDD∗92] cal-
culate approximating normals and use volumetric methods to construct a triangle mesh.
Bajaj et al. [BBX95] use volumetric techniques onα-shapes to produce a piecewise
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polynomial surface. Krishnamurthy and Levoy [KL96] fit a B-Spline surface to the
data and then calculate detail vector displacements. Amenta et al. [ABK98, ACK01]
use 3D Voronoi diagrams. Teichmann and Capps [TC98] use density scaledα-shapes.
Kobbelt et al. [KVLS99] simulate the wrapping of a plastic membrane around the ob-
ject. Carr et al. [CBC∗01] interpolate points with normals using polyharmonic RBF’s.
Giesen and John [GJ02] solve a dynamical system over a distance function obtained
from the sample. Ohtake et al. [OBA∗03] use weighted piecewise quadratic functions.
We compare these deterministic approaches with the probabilistic algorithm presented
here in Section 5.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we propose a surface reconstruction technique based on GCS’s. The basic
framework of the technique is similar to the previous work in [IJS03, JIS03]. However,
this paper presents the following major improvements:

• We filter the incoming signals to make the algorithm more robust with respect to
outlier noise. No filtering was introduced in [IJS03, JIS03].

• We use a numerically stable counter allowing us to distribute more evenly in
time the half-edge collapse operations. Previously the frequency of half edge-
collapses was decreasing, which slows down the learning speed of the concavi-
ties.

• The topology learning allows the reconstruction of surfaces with handles and
boundaries. In [IJS03, JIS03], the mesh always remains a genus 0 surface.

• The mathematical analysis of the algorithm gives an insight into its workings.

1.3 Overview

The Neural Mesh algorithm simulates an incrementally expanding Neural Network
learning from a set of training data. We start with a simple mesh, and in response to a
signal, we find the nearest vertex of the mesh and move it towards it. Then we smooth
the neighborhood of this best matching vertex. Other operations like vertex split, half-
edge collapse, triangle removal and boundary merging, based on the combination of an
evaluation of the history of each vertex and a statistical analysis of the current status of
the mesh, ensure that the mesh grows and adapts to the geometry and topology of the
target space.

In Section 2 we present the algorithm in detail. In Section 3 we analyze it, explain-
ing heuristically why it works. In Section 4 we present the results and discuss some
special applications. We conclude with a brief comparison between Neural Meshes and
other proposed methods.

2 Neural Meshes

The input of the algorithm is an unorganized point cloudΩ which is randomly sampled,
and an initial meshM , usually a tetrahedron, which at each step is processed according
to the samples. Because of the sampling process, it is convenient to think of the input
data as a probability spaceP with underlying setΩ.
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Figure 1: Neural mesh reconstruction of theAtlas model with
[1K,5K,20K,50K,200K,500K] vertices generated from a data set of four million
points.

The algorithm learns the geometry ofP by repeated application of a simpleBasic
Step:
Geometry Learning:

• Sample the target spaceP and return one points.

• Find the vertexvw of M which is nearest tos and move it towardss.

• Smooth the 1-ring neighborhood ofvw.

Two less frequent operations expand and optimize the connectivity ofM :
Connectivity Change:

• Vertex Split:Split the most active vertex.

• Half-edge Collapse:Remove the least active vertex.

Finally, two more operations are used for topology learning:
Topology Learning:

• Triangle Removal:Remove triangles with extraordinarily large areas.

• Boundary Merging:Merge two boundaries that are close to each other.

Next we discuss each step of the algorithm in detail. Notice that the details of the
geometry learning and connectivity change steps are changed a lot from [IJS03, JIS03]
to handle outliers and to improve the learning speed. The topology learning step is
newly introduced in this paper to enable the reconstruction of handles and boundaries
of a surface.

2.1 Geometry Learning

2.1.1 Sampling

The first step of the algorithm samplesP returning one points. In most applications
all the points are sampled with equal probability, meaning thatP follows the uniform
distribution overΩ. We use a random number generator to obtain independent samples,
i.e., with probabilities independent from the previous history of the process. We exper-
imented with more sophisticated sampling methods, trying to avoid as far as possible
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Figure 2: The moving averageMd of the distance between the winner and the sample.

repetitive sampling of the same point, but we saw no improvement, probably because
of the large point sets we use.

2.1.2 Update the position of the winner

Next, we find the vertexvw of M which is nearest tos. The search uses an octree
updated every time the position of a vertex changes. Traditionally,vw is called the
winner.

Our main consideration in this step is to avoid the distortion ofM by outlier noise.
Assuming thatM is already a good approximation ofΩ, we do this by filtering out the
outliers in the distribution of distances between samples and winners. Thus, let~d be
the vector−→vws from the winner to the sample. We calculate the moving averageMd and
standard deviationσd of |~d|. Fig. 2 showsMd for different windows. Using a window
of 103 iterations we get a relatively smooth curve, while for a window of 104 we get a
classic Rate of Learning Curve. In the implementation we use a window of 103.

Then,vw learns froms by moving towards it by

αw ·F(|~d|) · ~d (1)

whereαw is a constant controlling the learning pace, andF a function filtering the
effects of outliers. Let

εt = Md +α f σd (2)

be the threshold, controlled with the use of the parameterα f , above which we want to
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Figure 3: Filtering out a 0.3% of outlier noise.α f = 106, 1, 0.

filter out outliers. As filtering function we used an one-sided variant of Huber’s filter

F(|~d|) =
{

1 if |~d| ≤ εt

εt/|~d| if |~d|> εt

which is particularly suitable for filtering out outliers, see [BSMH98]. Fig. 3 shows an
example with artificial outlier noise.

Notice that Learning algorithms can naturally cope with a certain amount of noise
without any filtering of the incoming information. In our case, if the probability for
sampling the outliers is very small, any effect they have on the Neural Mesh will be
smoothed out by the sheer amount of information learned from the rest of the data.

2.1.3 Smoothing

We follow a smoothing scheme similar to the one proposed in [IJS03]. It consists
of a single iteration of Laplacian smoothing, in the tangential direction, on the 1-ring
neighborhood ofvw, with parameterαL. The normal atvw is computed before rather
than after updating of its position by Eq.(1), and we found that this gives a better
estimate of the tangent plane nearvw. The new smoothing scheme makes the algorithm
much faster with only marginal loss of quality.

2.2 Connectivity Changes

2.2.1 Vertex split

The connectivity ofM expands by splitting the most active vertices which are assumed
to be the vertices with the largest role in the representation ofP. To measure the
activity of a vertexv, we attach to it asignal counter Cv. The counter of the winner
is incremented by 1, rewardingvw for its activity, while the counters of all the other
vertices are multiplied by a positive numberα < 1, with the effect of gradually erasing
from them the old activity.
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Figure 4: Vertex split. Figure 5: Half edge collapse.

Unlike [Fri93, IJS03], we do not use a constantα but a variableαV depending on
the numberV of mesh vertices. To make the parameterαV more intuitive, we calculate
it as a function of the number of iterationsλ ·V required to halve the counter of an
inactive vertex, whereλ is a constant (λ = 6 in the implementation). That is, we solve
(αV)λ ·V = 1/2, giving

αV = (1/2)1/(λ ·V) (3)

TheαV controls the pace with which the old information stored in the signal counters
is erased. By Eq.(3), the pace at which we erase information slows down when the
number of vertices ofM increases and the probability for a vertex to be the winner
decreases. As we will see in Section 2.2.2, the way we calculateαV also bounds the
probability of a counter to fall below a threshold, solving some problems of numerical
instability arising in [Fri93, IJS03] whereCv → 0 with probability 1 asV → ∞.

To speed up the algorithm we perform a lazy evaluation of the signal counters. Each
vertex remembers the numberIv of the last iteration its counter has been updated. IfIc
is the number of the current iteration the counter of the winner is updated by

Cv := Cv ·α(Ic−Iv)
v +1 (4)

When we want to perform a vertex split we update all the signal counters by

Cv := Cv ·α(Ic−Iv)
v (5)

After identifying a vertexv that we want to split, we find the longest edgeewith one
end atv and traverse both directions fromeequally to find two edgese1,e2, neighboring
v, such thate1,e2 split the star ofv approximately at half. We split alonge1,e2 thus
distributing the valences as regularly as possible. The new vertex is placed in the
middle ofe (see Fig. 4).

The counterCv of the split vertex is divided between the two new vertices in a ratio
approximately corresponding to the area of their restricted Voronoi cells, that is, the
intersection of their Voronoi cells with the surface that has to be learned. The reason for
this choice will be apparent after the discussion in Section 3. For the implementation
details, we follow [Fri93].

The vertex split step is called everyCvs iterations of the Basic Step, whereCvs is
constant, and we split only the vertex with the largest counter. In the implementation we
useCvs = 50. More iterations per vertex split improve the quality of the reconstruction
but increase the computational cost.

2.2.2 Half-Edge Collapse

In a step inverse to the vertex split we remove the underperforming vertices ofM with
a half-edge collapse. This step is called after a constant numberCec of vertex splits
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and a vertex is removed if it has the lowest counter among the vertices ofM , or if its
counter is less than(αV)µ·V = (1/2)(µ/λ ) whereµ is a constant. In the implementation
Cec = 5 andµ = 10.

For a natural interpretation of the constantµ notice that when a vertex is the winner
its counter increases above 1. Therefore, it should be inactive for at leastµ ·V iterations
to fall below the threshold. If all the vertices ofM have equal probability to be winners,
then the numberx of hits at the nextµ ·V iterations follows the Poisson distribution
P(x; µ). In particular, the probability for no hits in the nextµ ·V iterations isP(0;µ) =
e−µ . This number is a lower bound for the probability of a counter to be below the
threshold whenM is at a stage of equilibrium.

When a vertex is selected for removal we collapse it towards one of its neighbors,
chosen in a way that minimizes the connectivity irregularity measure given by

1
3

√
(a+b−10)2 +(c−7)2 +(d−7)2 (6)

for inner vertices, and
1
2

√
(a+b−7)2 +(c−7)2 (7)

for boundary vertices, see Fig. 5.
The half-edge collapse step is instrumental for the quality of the reconstruction and

it functions in a many-fold way. First, it removes fromM any misplaced vertices,
because such vertices are never the winners and their counter gradually falls below the
threshold. In particular, this resolves many situations whereM converges to a local
minimum, a common problem with the neural network convergence, and also plays a
role in the learning of the concavities ofP, (see Fig. 9 Bottom). Another reason for
a vertex to be inactive for a long time is that it is located in a part ofM which over-
representsP, or in other words, it is located in an area where the competition is very
high. By removing such vertices the representation ofP becomes fairer.

The reason for the use of a double criterion for vertex removal is that, on the one
hand we want a gradual removal of the underperforming vertices without a large wait-
ing time between two iterations of the step, while on the other hand we want a fast
clearing of clusters of underperforming vertices, especially at the early stages of the re-
construction. The former is achieved by removing the vertex with the smallest counter,
and the latter by removing the vertices with counters below a threshold.

2.3 Topology Learning

The vertex splits and the half-edge collapses do not change the topology ofM . This
is done by removing triangles to create boundaries, and by merging these boundaries
to create handles. These two steps of the algorithm can be called as often as we wish,
but as they are time consuming, it is better to call them rarely and with decreasing
frequency. In our implementation we call them every 10·V iterations.

2.3.1 Triangle Removal

As we will see in Section 3, the triangles ofM tend to have area inversely analogous to
the probability density of the part ofP they represent. As a result, very large triangles
represent parts ofP with very low probability density. When this density falls below
a threshold we consider it insignificant and remove the corresponding triangles.
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Figure 6: The large triangles on the great circle of a hemisphere are removed, creating
a boundary.

A triangleT is considered large and it is removed when

Area(T)/mA > cA (8)

wheremA is the mean area of the triangles ofM andcA is a constant. The constantcA
determines the pace with whichM learns the topology. A very largecA will result in
a very slow learning of the topology, while a very smallcA will be prone to inaccurate
creation of boundaries. In our implementation we usedcA = 10 which gives a good
balance between accuracy and learning speed.

A simple calculation shows that the above statistical test is effective. LetB be a
planar boundary with perimeterPB and areaAB. If mL is the average edge-length of
M , thenB has an expected number ofPB/mL vertices. Assuming that all the vertices
of M inside the boundary have been removed with half-edge collapses, the triangles
insideB triangulate a polygon, and thus the expected number of triangles insideB is
(PB/mL)− 2. On the other hand, by Heron’s formula the expected average area of
a triangle ofM is m2

L(
√

3/4). Thus, the expected average ratio between a triangle
coveringB and a triangle ofM is

AB/(PB/mL−2)
m2

L(
√

3/4)
∼O(1/mL) (9)

As the Learning progresses andmL → 0, the ratio in Eq.(9) goes to infinity showing
that the boundary is eventually learned. Fig. 6 shows the large triangles on the great
disk of the hemisphere that are removed to create a boundary.

2.3.2 Boundary Merge

If two boundaries are relatively near to each other we merge them creating a handle.
The criterion for two boundaries to be close enough is that the Hausdorff distance
between their vertex sets is below a threshold. In particular, we merge two boundaries
b1,b2 if

Hd(b1,b2)/mL < cL (10)

whereHd(b1,b2) is the Hausdorff distance of their vertex sets,mL is the mean edge-
length ofM andcL is a constant.
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Since the two merging boundaries are very close to each other, we can use a simple
tiling method to merge them. We start with the two closest vertices, one from each
boundary, and traverse both boundaries in the same orientation checking all the possible
triangles we can construct with the next vertices. Among them, we choose the best
triangle and add it to the neural mesh, repeating the procedure until the boundaries are
completely connected with a set of triangles. In our implementation the criterion of
how good a triangle is depends on how close it is to being equilateral. Notice that even
though the two merging boundaries are close enough, sometimes foldovers may still
be created as we connect them. We let these foldovers be resolved later in the process
with the Laplacian smoothing of the Basic Step.

For a geometric justification of the criterion in Eq.(10) notice that by definition the
Hausdorff distance between the two sets of boundary vertices is a lower bound for the
edge-length we will create by merging the two boundaries with a triangle strip. If the
Hausdorff distance is too large compared to the average edge ofM , the merger of the
boundaries would create an outlier edge-length. Therefore it should be rejected.

2.3.3 Connectivity control routines

Further control over the quality of the reconstruction is obtained by imposing several
restrictions on the connectivity changing operations. In the implementation we always
check the topological legality of the half-edge collapses and triangle removals before
executing them, making sure thatM remains manifold throughout the learning pro-
cess. Also, we do not split a boundary vertex with valence less than or equal to 4 to
avoid a proliferation of vertices with negative irregularities on the boundary.

Another possible restriction is to forbid vertex splits and edge collapses that will
create vertices of very large valence, or of valence 3. As we will see in Section 3 the
algorithm naturally avoids vertices with such valences, but for an absolute guarantee of
their absence we have to explicitly forbid any operation creating them.

2.4 Stopping Criteria

The stopping criterion we use here is the number of vertices ofM . In certain appli-
cations, other stopping criteria controlling the quality rather than the size of the recon-
struction may be more suitable. For example we can use the Rate of Learning Curve
in Fig. 2 as an approximation of the reconstruction error, and terminate the algorithm
when it falls below a threshold. By replacing the distance between the sample and the
winner with the distance between the sample andM we get a more accurate but also
more computationally expensive error measure.

3 Analysis

Here we heuristically study the Neural Meshes at the state of equilibrium, that is, when
the Learning process has advanced and the mesh is stable. To do this we assume thatM
is close enough toP, and thus,P induces an approximatingprobability measureon
M . In the core of the algorithm lies the argument that the density of the vertices ofM
is analogous to this probability measure. In other words, we have a larger concentration
of vertices near the parts ofP where the distribution ofP is denser.

For a more precise description of the distribution of the vertices ofM we consider
their Voronoi diagrams. By definition, a vertex is the winner when the sample is inside
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Figure 7: The movement of the winner tends to make triangles with equal probability
measure.

its Voronoi cell. That means that the probability of a vertex being the winner is given
by the probability measure of itsrestricted Voronoi cell, i.e., the intersection ofP
and its Voronoi cell. In equilibrium, the restricted Voronoi cells tend to have equal
measure because the vertices with restricted Voronoi cells of large measure are more
likely to split, while those with restricted Voronoi cells of small measure are more
likely to collapse. That means that the size of the restricted Voronoi cells is inversely
proportional to the density ofP and the distribution of the vertices is proportional to
that density.

Notice that the above is a global argument. At a local level we may assume that
the distribution ofP is uniform, i.e., the probability measure is given by the area. In
this case we can argue that the triangles ofM also tend to have equal area. Notice that
being at a local level now, the heuristics should also take into account the movement of
the vertices at the Basic Step.

Indeed, the movement of the winner towards the sample tends to create triangles
of equal area. To see this consider the one ring neighborhood of the winnervw. If a
triangleT in it has an area larger than the average then it is more likely that the sample
is in the interior ofT which as a result will shrink. On the other hand, if the area ofT
is small then the sample is more likely to be outsideT, which as a result will expand,
(see Fig. 7). Finally, the Laplacian smoothing also tends to create triangles of equal
area.

The above observation has also implications on the quality of the connectivity
of M . To see this notice that the high valence vertices usually have large restricted
Voronoi cells and thus, are more likely to split thus improving the connectivity.

The heuristic arguments of this section have been verified experimentally. Fig. 8
shows some typical wireframe views of Neural Meshes. The characteristic semi-
regular pattern shown in these two examples is the result of the self-organization of
M during the Learning process. We also notice that the tendency of the vertices to oc-
cupy Voronoi cells of equal probability measure leads to meshes with better geometry
than that of a random sample fromP. Indeed, the expected properties of the Voronoi
cells of a uniformly random point set are not so good, see [BEY91].

4 Results

At the end of the paper we show some Neural Mesh reconstructions. TheYouthfuland
Awakeningmodels in Fig. 10, and theAtlasmodel in Fig. 1, were reconstructed with
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Figure 8: Wireframe views of Neural Meshes.

samples obtained fromVRIPfiles in the Digital Michelangelo Archive [LPC∗00].
The parameters of the algorithm are very intuitive and can easily be tuned. We

run the experiments with the fixed set of parameters shown in Table 1. While tuning
them, our main considerations were speed, local smoothness of the Neural Mesh, and
the ability to capture the global shape correctly, i.e., avoiding convergence to local
minima. The latter is an especially hard problem and different parameters, particular to
each model, may work better. Fig. 9 shows a typical behavior that arises when changing
one of the parameters.

αw αL α f Cvs Cec λ µ mA mr

0.1 0.05 1 50 10 6 10 10 5

Table 1: Parameters for Neural Meshes

Table 2 shows the timing data for surface reconstruction with Neural Meshes mea-
sured on a dual 2.7GHz PC. Notice that the computation time mainly depends on the
size of the reconstructed surface. The number of points in the input point cloud has
almost no influence on the computation time because random sampling is the only
operation to process the point cloud.

Vertices 1K 5K 10K 20K 50K 200K

Time 8s 58s 136s 5m 24m 7h

Table 2: Timing data for Neural Meshes: Since the computation time does not strongly
depend on specific models, we only show the timing data with respect to the sizes of
the reconstructed surfaces.
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Figure 9: Top:aL = 0, 0.05, 0.5. Bottom: No half-edge collapses, 1/10 of the default
half-edge collapses, default half edge collapses. All the other parameters are default.

5 Discussion

The main characteristics of the Neural Meshes algorithm, compared to the mainstream
surface reconstruction algorithms, emanate from its orientation around the concept of
Learning. That is, it treats the data as training samples rather than a part of the sur-
face. A first practical consequence is that, as we noticed, the direct processing of the
input data is kept to the absolute minimum, and thus, the algorithm copes robustly with
very large point clouds. In contrast, geometry oriented algorithms require more exten-
sive processing of the input point cloud, e.g. findingk-neighborhoods [HDD∗92], or
constructing Voronoi diagrams [ABK98].

The same orientation towards Learning makes it easy to incorporate into the al-
gorithm filters and measurement tools, allowing us to cope with noise and giving us
control over the geometry and connectivity of the output. The algorithm copes ro-
bustly with topological noise because it uses the whole boundary as the main learning
primitive, instead of vertices and edges [MS94]. Also, the reconstruction of the surface
is progressive and a first coarse approximation can be obtained immediately.

Another characteristic of the algorithm is that it is probabilistic and the same input
can give different outputs. We consider this an advantage, and in the future we plan to
exploit the stochastic nature of the algorithm in the form of Neural Meshenśembles,
combining various reconstructions into a single one with better qualities. In contrast,
when a deterministic algorithm fails to give a satisfactory reconstruction, we can not
improve the result by running the algorithm repeatedly.

One of the limitations of the algorithm is the absence of any guarantee that a suf-
ficiently good sample will result in a correct reconstruction. But notice that the highly
noisy output of the 3D scanners makes the existence of such a meaningful guarantee
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almost impossible. In practice, we noticed that when many features of the model are
close to each other the algorithm can get confused. In particular, when two sheets of
the surface are close to each other the algorithm will have difficulties in distinguishing
between them.

Another disadvantage of the algorithm is its low speed, compared for example with
algorithms for modeling with implicits [OBA∗03]. Of course, there is much room for
improvement on the timings we report in this paper, especially with regard to the large
reconstructions. For example, near the state of convergence, more frequent vertex splits
or even global subdivision steps, will accelerate the reconstruction with very little,
if any, loss of quality. On the other hand, we believe that Learning algorithms are
inherently slower than their non-Learning counterparts, with the extra computations
being the price we have to pay for the less detailed instructions we give to the machine.

5.1 Applications

We expect that the Neural Mesh algorithm can simply be extended for several interest-
ing applications:
Out-of-core surface reconstruction: Since the only direct processing of the point
cloud is its sampling, we can keep it out of the main memory with only a little timing
overhead for sampling. With this approach, we can reconstruct a surface from a very
large point cloud, which may not be loaded into the main memory.
Topological simplification: The Neural Mesh algorithm always generates a 2-manifold
mesh and in the topology learning step, larger holes are created in the earlier stages of
the reconstruction. By using the vertex set of a mesh as the input point cloud, we can
simplify the topological complexity of the mesh. This approach can also be used for
topological noise removal of a mesh .
Non-uniform meshing: By assigning a non-uniform probability distribution on a point
cloud, we can obtain an adaptive meshing of the reconstructed surface. In particular,
the probability distribution can reflect the confidence values assigned to the points of a
range image [TL94].

5.2 Future Work

In the future we plan a more systematic analysis of the algorithm presented here. A
better understanding of the statistics involved will greatly facilitate its further develop-
ment and we expect that several possible improvements can give Neural Meshes the
ability to capture very complicated shapes.

We think that Learning methods have great potential in almost all Geometric Mod-
eling problems and we believe that the present paper offers only a glimpse of that
potential.
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Figure 10: The Youthful, Awakening and the Eight model reconstructed at resolution
[1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 50k, 200k], [1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 50k, 200k], [1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 25k]
vertices, respectively. The Igea, Max-Planck, Stanford Bunny, Rabbit, Brain, and Teeth
model, at resolution [50k, 20k, 20k, 20k, 20k] vertices respectively. The input data sets
consisted of 2m, 1.7m, 49k, 134k, 100k, 35k, 67k, 45k, 116k vertices, respectively
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